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About The Talk 



Who’s it for?

What we want to tell you...

(  )



If you’re new to music design

What we want to tell you...



What we want to tell you...
About the talk



Talk with programmers like we 
would in the studio

What we want to tell you...



Show some of the methods we 
use to turn data into narrative

What we want to tell you...



How we think about narrative 
state

What we want to tell you...



...and why
About the talk



1. See Something in the game

What we want to tell you...



1. See Something in the game
2. We want to put sound to it

What we want to tell you...



1. See Something in the game
2. We want to put sound to it
3. We work out how

What we want to tell you...





The Foreshadowing Example

...and why



Video: Dino Controller & 
Foreshadowing Example

The Foreshadowing Example



The Foreshadowing Example

...and why





The Data Bit 



Types of Data
The Data Bit



( As categorised by me )

Types of Data



Stuff we gather
Stuff we derive

Types of Data



Stuff we gather
Types of Data



Go find it!

Stuff we gather



For example,
Time of Day

Stuff we gather



Video: Passing Data (ARC)
( time_of_day )

Stuff we gather



Stuff we gather





Balancing Requests

Stuff we gather



Crash Bug
vs.

3 day task

Stuff we gather



Crash Bug
vs.

30 minute task

Stuff we gather



Single line to push data to us

Stuff we gather



=
Stuff we gather



Smallest time per task possible

Stuff we gather



🚫 “Expensive” tasks.

Stuff we gather



If it’s only for us, then it’s an 
Audio task.

Stuff we gather





Stuff we derive
Types of Data



Why?

Stuff we derive



Single source of truth?

Stuff we derive



Absolutely.

Stuff we derive



But...

Stuff we derive



Many perspectives

Stuff we derive





The Player’s sense of Combat 

Stuff we derive



🚫The omniscient combat state

Stuff we derive



Many perspectives

Stuff we derive

( More on that in the Narrative section )



Bringing us to...

Stuff we derive



The State Bit 



( stuff we derive, cont. )



The “State Machine” 
The State Bit



How?

The “State Machine”



Video: “State Machine”

The “State Machine”



⚠

The “State Machine”



States are self-evaluating

The “State Machine”

💭💡



TRUE Priority 2
TRUE Priority 5
FALSE Priority 8

The “State Machine”



TRUE Priority 2
TRUE Priority 5
FALSE Priority 8

The “State Machine”



Variables > Value
...

The “State Machine”



➡extra data derived
➡better logic

The “State Machine”



IF 
( enemies > 1 
& state.previous == combat )

Then
post_combat_tension 🎶

The “State Machine”



Logic helps 
arrange consecutive state

1⃣2⃣3⃣

The “State Machine”



Logic helps contextualise data
_

🧟+🔫  =  gunfight_combat

The “State Machine”

💭💡



What is kind of scripting is 
this..? 
The State Bit



Good Question 🤔🤷

What is this..?



Decision Tree? 
The State Bit



Multiple state machines are 
used together

Decision Tree



What type of
decision tree

?

Decision Tree



https://web.stanford.edu/class/cs123/lectures/CS123_lec08_HFSM_BT.pdf



🏃

🍃

🌳
🌿 🌿

🍃 🍃



✔Maintainability
✔Scalability
✔Reusability

Decision Tree



❌Transitions
( no leaving leaf nodes )

Decision Tree



https://web.stanford.edu/class/cs123/lectures/CS123_lec08_HFSM_BT.pdf



🏃

🍃

🌳
🌿 🌿

🍃 🍃



Similar but different

Decision Tree



🎶
 
❓

🗂🚗
🗂🔫 🗂🕵

( Gameplay Type 
State Machines )



🎶
🗃

🗂🚗
🗂🔫 🗂🕵

( all Gameplay States )



🎶
🗃

🗂🚗
🗂🔫 🗂🕵

📁
📁 📁( States )



🎶
🗃

🗂🚗
🗂🔫 🗂🕵

📁
📁 📁

( Conditions )



Execution?

Decision Tree



🎶
🗃

🗂🚗
🗂🔫 🗂🕵

📁
📁 📁

( start here )



🌳 Root ❌ 

Decision Tree



🌊Data Tributaries✔

Decision Tree



🎶
🗃

🗂🚗
🗂🔫 🗂🕵

📁
📁 📁

( Second Extinction: Arctic River ) 



Inheritance 
The State Bit



https://web.stanford.edu/class/cs123/lectures/CS123_lec08_HFSM_BT.pdf



Templating Activities & Logic
⬇

Behavioural Inheritance

Inheritance





Multiple state machines
talk to each other

 ⬇
Hierarchical FSM

Inheritance



✔Maintainability
✔Scalability
✔Reusability

Inheritance



✔Transitions
( leaving leaf nodes )

Inheritance



❌Visual:
( Readability )
( Learnable 🌎🧠 )

Inheritance





Good Question: “You breezed 
past Transitions ”

 
( and other scripting tricks )

The State Bit

Q & A Bait 🎣



State as Context, Automation 
The State Bit



Picture of DAW

Automation&Tracklaying



Tracklaying
( sequencing & editing )

State as Context, Automation

Triggering
( implementation )

Automation
( mixing / mastering ) 

State
( culling / mixing / 
modulation )

➡

➡



Sequences of
Regions 

and 
Automation Curves

State as Context, Automation



Narrative Context
for

Sounds

State as Context, Automation



*pssst*
remember the pre- and post- combat tension?

State as Context, Automation



Narrative
➗

Time

State as Context, Automation



Linear Time

State as Context, Automation



⌛Beginning ❓ Middle ❓ 
End⌛

State as Context, Automation



⌛Consecutive State❓

State as Context, Automation

state

state
state

state

state

state



⌛Consecutive State➡

State as Context, Automation
➡

➡
➡
➡

↘



⌛Beginning↘
                 Middle↘

End⌛

State as Context, Automation



⌛ Consecutive State ➡

State as Context, Automation
➡

➡
➡
➡

↘



🦴 Narrative Backbone 🦴

🦴
🦴 🦴

🦴
🦴

💀
Help Me!

🦴➡
➡

➡
➡

↘



States are
the Tracks and Regions
we put Automation on

State as Context, Automation



The Building Blocks 🧱 
The State Bit



Stuff we gather



🌍 ( awareness:combat )
( time_of_day:12.00 )

( death_screen:FALSE )
( Game Data )



🌍 ( awareness:combat )
( time_of_day:12.00 )

( death_screen:FALSE )
( Game Data )

Stuff we derive



is:
& awareness=combat
& detected=TRUE
& distance < 50m

🌍 ( awareness:combat )

is: &  awareness=combat
& detected=TRUE
& distance < 100m

( time_of_day:12.00 )

( Automated Variables )

( death_screen:FALSE )
( Game Data )

Stuff we derive



is:
& awareness=combat
& detected=TRUE
& distance < 50m

🗂🔫
📁
📁

( state_combat:TRUE )
is: & awareness=combat

& detected=TRUE
& distance < 100m

( Automated Variables ) ( State Machine )

state_combat    P3
   raptors >= 2
& t-rex > 0
& death_screen=FALSE

 P2
state_tension

 P3
state_combat

🌍 ( awareness:combat )
( time_of_day:12.00 )

( death_screen:FALSE )
( Game Data )



is:
& awareness=combat
& detected=TRUE
& distance < 50m

🗂🔫
📁
📁

🌍 ( awareness:combat )

( state_combat:TRUE )
is: & awareness=combat

& detected=TRUE
& distance < 100m

( time_of_day:12.00 )

( Automated Variables ) ( State Machine )

( death_screen:FALSE )
( Game Data )

state_combat    P3
   raptors >= 2
& t-rex > 0
& death_screen=FALSE

 P2
state_tension

 P3
state_combat





Full Project Example 





💬___   
🔁



___🗨
🔁

*@*!



Insanity Rules...
...Really?

Ok then 



Rage 2: Music Design
Full Project Example



Don’t Panic! 

Rage 2: Music Design



We just have to solve:

Rage 2: Music Design



⌛Beginning➡Middle➡End⌛

Rage 2: Music Design



In an Open World… 🗺 

Rage 2: Music Design



The demands of the
Game’s Design

Rage 2: Music Design



The wants of the
Music Design

Rage 2: Music Design



Game Design↘
🥪Me🤯
↖Music Design

Rage 2: Music Design



Game Design🔀
🗺Mapping🗺

↘Music Design

Rage 2: Music Design



💡Mad Max ➡ 💡Rage 2

Rage 2: Music Design



⌛Beginning➡Middle➡End⌛

Rage 2: Music Design



Music Design: States for Gameplay Narrative Progression
exploration🔀
danger/anticipation➡
combat_intro🔀
combat_bad/good➡
combat_climax🔀
danger/aftermath🔁

x2
Mad Max}



Music Design: States for Interrupting Moments

⚠health_critical / repair
⚠death
⚠overdrive
⚠combat performance( good / bad )

⚠etc.



Music Design: States for Gameplay Types ( Activities )

open_world_combat,
encampment_combat, race, boss, 
defense_tower, vehicle_combat,
mutant_bash_tv, exploration, 
settlement, frontend, etc.



Rage 2: Music Design

Theme Templates ( Elias )



Good Question: “That’s a lot of 
music boxes to fill...”

Music Design

Q & A Bait 🎣





Rage 2: Implementation
Project Example



1 Activity
==

1 State Machine

Rage 2: Implementation



Rage 2: Implementation

encampment_combat

vehicle_combat

enc_danger
enc_anticipation
enc_combat_intro
enc_combat_bad
enc_combat_good
enc_combat_climax
enc_aftermath

veh_danger
veh_anticipation
veh_combat_intro
veh_combat_bad
veh_combat_good
veh_combat_climax
veh_aftermath

open_world_combat
owc_danger
owc_anticipation
owc_combat_intro
owc_combat_bad
owc_combat_good
owc_combat_climax
owc_aftermath



Activity
Inheritance

Rage 2: Implementation



Rage 2 Open World Encounter Activity State Machine



Rage 2: 
Implementation

encampment_combat 
bas_danger
bas_anticipation
enc_combat_intro    ( 🆕📏)
enc_combat_bad    ( 🆕📏)
enc_combat_good    ( 🆕📏)
enc_combat_climax  (  added➕)
bas_aftermath

open_world_combat 
owc_danger            ( 🆕📏)
bas_anticipation ( removed❌)
bas_combat_intro
bas_combat_bad
bas_combat_good

bas_aftermath   ( removed❌)     

base_combat 👴
bas_danger
bas_anticipation
bas_combat_intro
bas_combat_bad
bas_combat_good

bas_aftermath



Activities
resolved by

Gameplay State Machine

Rage 2: Implementation



Rage 2 Multiple Activity State Machines



🎶
🗃

🗂🚗
🗂🔫 🗂🕵

( all Gameplay States )



Rage 2: Implementation
encampment_combat

vehicle_combat

enc_danger
enc_anticipation
enc_combat_intro
enc_combat_bad
enc_combat_good
enc_combat_climax
enc_aftermath

veh_danger
veh_anticipation
veh_combat_intro
veh_combat_bad
veh_combat_good
veh_combat_climax
veh_aftermath

gameplay_state
enc_danger
veh_danger
enc_anticipation
veh_anticipation
enc_combat_bad
veh_combat_bad
enc_combat_good
veh_combat_good
enc_combat_intro
veh_combat_intro
enc_combat_climax
veh_combat_climax
enc_aftermath==veh_aftermath

➡
Low  ( Priority )  High ➡

➡➡➡

➡➡➡

🔀



Rage 2 ( all ) Gameplay States



Good Question: “Wait… Wasn’t 
that two state machines? ”

Music Design

Q & A Bait 🎣



⌛Consecutive State➡

Rage 2: Implementation
enc_combat

_intro
veh_combat_

good
veh_combat_
climax

enc_anticipationenc_danger

veh_aftermath

🦴 🦴

🦴 🦴

🦴
🦴

💀

So…
heavy



🎮
Game⤵

🗺Activities⤵
🏆🗺Narrative State⤵

Middleware
🎶

Rage 2: Implementation



🎮
Game⤵

🗺Activities⤵
🗺( Gameplay State Machine )⤵

Middleware
🎶

Rage 2: Implementation



G
G
A

( Gameplay State Machine )
M
M

Rage 2: Implementation

=



Rage 2: Implementation

open_world_combat,
encampment_combat, race, boss, 
defense_tower, vehicle_combat,
mutant_bash_tv, exploration, 
settlement, frontend, etc.

⚠health_critical / repair
⚠death
⚠overdrive
⚠combat performance
⚠etc.

ActivitiesInterrupts
✖

Narrative Sections
danger / anticipation
combat_intro
combat_bad / _good
combat_climax
aftermath

✖

=



Rage 2: Implementation

💫



😅 But after all that, 

Rage 2: Implementation



Rage 2: Implementation

🦴
🦴 🦴

🦴
🦴

💀 🦴

the Narrative Backbone is in 
place 



Why is no one 
helping me..?

the Narrative Backbone is in 
place ✅

Rage 2: Implementation

🦴
🦴 🦴

🦴
🦴

💀 🦴





Principles Learned



💡 There’ll never be a
“System”
Principles Learned



Principles

https://splice.com/blog/interactive-music-system-video-games/ 

Something to keep in mind when building an interactive music system for a game is that there’s no 
magic bullet to creating the system. Just because a particular strategy worked really well for 

one game, it doesn’t mean that it’ll be right for your game in the same exact way. That being said, basic 
principles derived from one game mechanic can easily be translated to another. 
Learning transfer is one of the most important things to keep in mind when doing video game music 
research.

- Ronny Mraz

https://splice.com/blog/interactive-music-system-video-games/


A System is a collection of organised things; a whole 
composed of relationships among its members.

A Paradigm is an example serving as a model or 
pattern; a template.

System vs. Paradigm



Standardise your Principles

🚫System



Learn solutions for common 
problems

🚫System



Just like solving for

🚫System



Sound Design

🚫System



Programming

🚫System



Technical Sound Design?

🚫System



Music Design

🚫System





💡 Find analogies you can
work with
Principles Learned



Like,

Principles Learned: Analogies you can work with



“Activities as Context”

Principles Learned: Analogies you can work with



Sounds simple, but...

Principles Learned: Analogies you can work with



Ideas take Iteration

Principles Learned: Analogies you can work with



💡Mad Max ➡ 💡Rage 2

Principles Learned: Analogies you can work with

⬆
⌛



Find what works for your game
🎮

Principles Learned: Analogies you can work with



And your brain
🧠

Principles Learned: Analogies you can work with



Game Design↘
Me😅 
↖Music Design

Principles Learned: Analogies you can work with



Reuse them
♻

Principles Learned: Analogies you can work with



Principles Learned: Analogies you can work with
exploration🔀
danger/anticipation➡
combat_intro🔀
combat_bad/good➡
combat_climax🔀
danger/aftermath🔁



📊!=🤴
Principles Learned: Analogies you can work with



✒==🤴
Principles Learned: Analogies you can work with



In other words,

Principles Learned: Analogies you can work with



Use Names,
not Numbers

Principles Learned: Analogies you can work with





💡What to expose
Principles Learned



Gameplay➡Numbers➡States

Principles Learned: What to expose



Gameplay💉Numbers?💉States?

Principles Learned: What to expose



Rage 2 Combat Ranges



↘Numbers:
Difficult to sculpt general
rule

Principles Learned: What to expose



↘Numbers:
Difficult to sculpt general
rule

Principles Learned: What to expose



↘Numbers:
Time consuming to script
specific contexts

Principles Learned: What to expose



↘States:
I know what I want

Principles Learned: What to expose



↘States:
I know what I want

Principles Learned: What to expose



↘States:
I want it now

Principles Learned: What to expose



↘States:
Let me set it

Principles Learned: What to expose



Gameplay
↘Numbers❌
↘States ✔

Principles Learned: What to expose



Gameplay
↘Numbers❌
↘Names ✔

Principles Learned: What to expose



Second Extinction Music State Machine 



☝
( state logic override )

Principles Learned: What to expose





💡 It’s not all Music Design...
Principles Learned



The wants of the
Music Design

Principles Learned: It’s not all Music Design



The demands of the
Game’s Design

Principles Learned: It’s not all Music Design



Some of it is Narrative State 
Design

Principles Learned: It’s not all Music Design



It can be used for so much 
more...

Principles Learned: It’s not all Music Design



Other uses for states

Mixing
(snapshots)



Other uses for states

Triggering Sounds



Other uses for states

Affect sounds
 ( modulate / select )



Other uses for states

Gamestate / Game Flow
( UI screens e.g. frontend )



Other uses for states

Represent sections of 
scripted mission flow



Other uses for states

Defining Key Locations



Other uses for states

Feed or trigger culling rules



Other uses for states

Feed / trigger mix rules
( e.g. sidechain ducking )



Other uses for states

Loading resources





💡 
The Golden Rule:
Infer Player Knowledge and  
know the Game’s Design Intention
Principles Learned



You want to know:

The Golden Rule



👴
What the Omniscient Game 

Director knows.

The Golden Rule



🗺
Where the player thinks they 

are.

The Golden Rule

( how they could / should feel about that )



🏃
What the player thinks they are 

doing.

The Golden Rule

( player story / game story )



🗺
Location

The Golden Rule



🏃
Action

The Golden Rule



📊➡✒
Find data that helps you derive 

the player’s experience

The Golden Rule



Music / Sound
Can tell you what you know

( Reinforce )

The Golden Rule



( Player Knowledge )

The Golden Rule



Music / Sound
Can tell you what you don’t

( Allude )

The Golden Rule
omniscient



( the Game’s Design Intention )

The Golden Rule



Neither is better

The Golden Rule



Use both

The Golden Rule





Closing Thought 



🎶💖✒
Closing
Thought



💥 OOOOO
🔊💔✒
🏃 OOOOO

Closing
Thought



⌚😅
Closing
Thought



✒=🤴
Closing
Thought





Avalanche Careers
Thanks for listening



avalanchestudios.com/careers

dominic.vega
@avalanchestudios
.com

xan.williams
@avalanchestudios

.com



Avalanche Talks
Thanks for listening



Building a Mixing Sandbox for 'Just 
Cause 4' 
Dominic Vega
_
( scripting mixing in FMOD )

https://www.gdcvault.com/play/1025999/Building-a-Mixing
-Sandbox-for



Music in a Sandbox: The Dynamic 
Music of 'Just Cause 4'
Ronny Mraz
( what it looks like using data 
to script music in FMOD )

https://www.gdcvault.com/play/1026000/Music-in-a-Sandb
ox-The






